Corporate Information

Company Name: Kokusai Kogyo Co., Ltd.  Head Office: Tokyo, Japan

Founded: 1947  Chairperson and CEO: Sandra Wu, Wen-Hsiu

Capital: 16.729 billion yen  Net Sales: 36.970 billion yen (as of March, 2018)

Number of Employees: 1,847 (27 PhDs, 474 professional engineers, 7 first-class architects, 343 certificated surveyors and 158 RCCMs)

(as of March, 2018)

Business Description: Geospatial Information, Renewable Energy, Disaster Prevention, Infrastructure, Environmental Protection, Marketing and Location Information Services and etc.

Technologies

Data acquisition to Turnkey Solution

- Geospatial Sensing
- Satellite Image
- Airborne Image
- Airborne LIDAR
- Terrestrial Survey
- Water Survey

Data Acquisition → Process / Analytic → Application
4 Core Sectors / Our Strengths

**Green Energy**
Future community planning

**DRM and Environment**
Disaster Risk Management and Climate Change Solution

**Social Infrastructure**
Safe and Resilient Infrastructure

**Geospatial Consulting**
Innovation Through Geospatial

Core Technologies
Geospatial data acquisition / Process / Analytics / GIS

Service Examples

**Disaster Reduction Management**
System Predicts Potential Tsunami Damage
GNSS Automatic Displacement Monitoring

**Forest and Agriculture**
Forest Survey & Forest Resources Analysis
Co2 Stock Calculation
Growth Condition Analysis of Crops

**Indoor positioning**
Location-Based Service Platform
Intelligent Location System Quuppa

**Area Marketing**
Marketing GIS Earth Finder

**Drone / 3D Geospatial Analysis**
Drone Operation & 3D survey school
3D Geospatial Analysis Cloud Service

**Mapping and 3D Modeling**
HD Mapping for Automated Driving
3D Urban Model

**Global Network**
International Corporation Projects with JICA, ADB and World Bank
Sectors: DRM, Energy, Geospatial Information, Water Hygiene, Agriculture, Forest and Urban Development etc.

Japan Asia Group
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